
Handling the CodexPro
Aulario



Access
We access the application through the website of the Conservatory www.csmvigo.com in the
section CSM Virtual / CodexPro Access



Access
Next, we will access the access platform, where we have to enter our user, which corresponds to 
the NIF and password.



Access
If you do not remember the password we must click on the "I forgot my password" box, and
automatically the system will send us an email with a new password. The email account to which
the password is forwarded is the one we have registered with in the CodexPro of the Center. If we
do not know the mail that we have registered (usually csmvigo.com), we should consult this
information in the secretariat of the Center.



Aulario
Through the ”aulario" tab we will be able to access the classroom reservation of the CSM de Vigo



Aulario
Then we will see this window where we can view and manage the reservation of classrooms and
study cabins.



Aulario
We'll be able to see the calendar for the whole month. By default it is indicated every day.
Occupied spaces are shown in yellow. We can see the occupation by clicking on the icon. In
addition, there will also be spaces reserved for cleaning and that will be assigned as a "Cleaning"
group. Once the reservation is made, it will appear in blue (differentiated from the school hours)



Aulario

1. Standards of use of theAulario application:

2. Please note that a classroom can only be booked one day before the

day chosen for booking.

3. Please note that only one maximum reservation can be made per

day.

4. The maximum booking time will be 120 minutes.

5. The reservation can be cancelled up to 2 hours before the requested

time for the study.

6. The Concierge profile will be responsible for managing the system.

You can also reorganize and carry out manual bookings.



Clarifications
• Any incident you have with the application, you will be able to contact

Antonio in the Office, the consultation takes place in the morning
hours, or through the administracion@csmvigo.com


